Chomsky, Diskin attack US Latin policy

US attacked as "terrorist nation"

By Christina K. Liu

"There is a feeling in Latin America that... the US is becoming incredibly arrogant," said Professor of Anthropology Martin Diskin at a Jan. 15 talk sponsored by the Committee on Community Affairs.

"The peace plan has stimulated a lot of discussion in Central America and is a legitimate solution that is not the United States'," said Diskin, speaking of the Central American peace treaty proposed by President Oscar Arias Sanchez of Costa Rica.

The United States did not participate in the formation of the peace plan and was presumably absent from meetings of Latin American countries - most notably one in Aricaopu in which member countries considered discussions with Cuba, Diskin said.

"The United States and Central American countries are looking toward the future and toward self-determination, while the US still holds in traditional views of how the future should be. The funding of the Contras is the prime example of the 'old US view,'" Diskin said.

"I am a self-taught, pragmatic, reasoned, the United States is not acting in good faith about Latin American self-deter- mination, human rights, and human dignity," Diskin charged. "The organization that will lead to the US being seen as a guarantor of human rights and security. For the very short term, the US must stop an aid for their purpose of abandoning its peace for a state of war," Diskin said.

A treaty settlement discussion

The treaty, somewhat referred to as the "Geneva Conference," was signed last August by the United States, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Costa Rica.

By comproming the core classes into the lives of Costa Rica-born former rebels, that take four courses to three in which to exploit across the country, according to Brown. Many forum members felt this undermined one of the purposes of the pastfall system.

SACC criticizes defense research

(Continued from page 1)

the Defense Science Board Panel on Chemical and Biological Weapons.

President Paul E. Gray '54 "tells me that the position on the White House is that the US should take a friendly, moderate.... for increased federal funding of military research," Cowan said.

Lincoln Laboratory, which operates in the Open Area Test Site, is directly in the federal government, special- ized in developing technology that is being worked on at the site aimed at improving the environment. The site, Cowan said. Lincoln Laboratory was also has a facility in Hawaii for study of the environment.

Application of research is a key issue

Many people are concerned about how DOD funding affects the applications of research at MIT, according to Cowan. "It's not technology itself that's the problem, but its application," Cowan said.

Critics of defense research have found many examples in investigating those applications.

The DOD funds military re- search through four different channels, making it difficult to know if a problem for which research is being used. The Strategic Defense Initiative Organization directs one of its SRI's major corporations so that in order to discover the re- search is equally difficult, Cowan said.

Even people directly involved with the research may not always know what is going on. Profes- sors may not know if they are being used by a minor area in the whole production, said Farber.

Some defendents of military re- search have argued that professors may not care what they want to do. The fact that such work is funded by the mil- itary, they say, makes it simple techni- cality and not a sign of military influence.

But Farber argued that in order to judge military research fairly, one must look at the policies that support the funding and from which areas of knowledge work.

Some scientists see themselves as victims of the bureaucracy and say that it is wrong for them to take the line that Farber took.

SACC has proposed that wea- pon-related funds be converted into other non-military areas over a period of time, according to Farber.
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